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CUSTOMIZATION - BOTTLES

ENGRAVING PRINTING 

Lead Time: 2 - 3 weeks after 
payment and proof approval*

 Minimum Order Quantity: 
48 unit minimum 

Lead Time: 4 - 5 weeks after
payment and proof approval* 

 Minimum Order Quantity: 
96 unit minimum 

Horizontal or vertical logo Print up to 4 color logo

Customizing connects your brand and your fans in a
way everyone loves. Turn a great bottle into a story

people want to take home. Whatever the moment calls
for, come explore what’s possible with our

customization program.
*Lead times are subject to change based on market demand & season. 



Lead Time: 2 - 3 weeks after 
payment and proof approval*

 Minimum Order Quantity: 
48 unit minimum 

Lead Time: 4 weeks after
payment and proof approval* 

Horizontal or vertical logo 
Print up to 4 color logo

CUSTOMIZATION - SOFT GOODS

PRINTING 

Customizing connects your brand and your fans in a
way everyone loves. Turn a great tote or cooler into a

story people want to take home. Whatever the moment
calls for, come explore what’s possible with our

customization program.
*Lead times are subject to change based on market demand & season. 

 Minimum Order Quantity:
24 unit minimum



HYDRATION

21 OZ STANDARD MOUTH BOTTLE
MODEL # : CBS21SX

MSRP : $44.95

Keep life moving with our 21 oz bottle and Standard Flex Cap.
It stashes easily into a small shoulder bag, your pack’s side
pocket, or your car cup holder, and holds enough ice cold
goodness to keep you going for hours without weighing you
down. No wonder it's one of our bestselling water bottles.

Pacific
415

Black
001

White
110

Stone
010

Versatile, middle-of-the-road size
TempShield™ insulation eliminates condensation and
keeps beverages cold up to 24 hours and hot up to 12
hours
Durable 18/8 Pro-Grade stainless steel construction
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free
Compatible w/ Standard Mouth Insulated Sport Cap and
Standard Mouth Flex Straw Cap

Indigo
464

Agave
374

https://www.hydroflask.com/standard-mouth-insulated-sport-cap


HYDRATION
24 OZ WIDE MOUTH W/ FLEX STRAW CAP
MODEL # : CBW24BFS

MSRP : $54.95

A 24 oz Wide Mouth water bottle with our leakproof Flex
Straw Cap—easy to fill, easy to drink. Open it up, add
your ice, and flip to sip. The insulated stainless steel
keeps it cold for up to 24 hours.

Black
001

 
White
110

TempShield®  double-wall vacuum insulation keeps drinks cold
up to 24 hours, hot up to 12
Insulated Flex Straw Cap is leakproof when closed
Made with 18/8 pro-grade stainless steel for durability, pure
taste and no flavor transfer
Wide Mouth opening is ice-cube friendly
Color Last™ powder coat stays clean and colorful
Bottle fits most backcountry water filters
BPA-Free and dishwasher safe

Indigo
464



MODEL # : CBW32BTS
MSRP : $54.95 

32 OZ WIDE MOUTH BOTTLE
HYDRATION

Big enough for a whole day on the river or trails, our 32 oz
Wide Mouth Bottle is made with professional-grade
stainless steel and a wider opening for faster fill. And our
Color Last™ powder coat is dishwasher safe for even more
convenience. 

Agave
374

 
Black
001

Ideal size for all-day hydration
Fits most backcountry water filters
TempShield™ insulation keeps beverages cold up to 24
hours and hot up to 12 hours
Durable 18/8 Pro-Grade stainless steel construction
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free
Dishwasher safe
Compatible with our Wide Mouth Flex Sip™ Lid and Wide
Mouth Flex Straw Cap

Stone
010

White
110

Pacific
415

Indigo
464

https://www.hydroflask.com/wide-mouth-flex-sip-lid


MODEL # : CBW40BTS
MSRP : $59.95

40 OZ WIDE MOUTH BOTTLE
HYDRATION

From road trips to endless hours at the beach, our 40 oz
Wide Mouth bottle keeps you well-hydrated from sun up to
sun down. And our Color Last™ powder coat is dishwasher
safe for even more convenience.

White
110

 
Black
001

Large insulated water bottle for longer adventures
Fits most backcountry hydration filters
TempShield™ insulation eliminates condensation and keeps
beverages cold up to 24 hours and hot up to 12 hours
Durable 18/8 Pro-Grade stainless steel construction
Our Wide Mouth refresh features a stainless steel collar and
curved radius at the bottom edge for an updated look
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free
Dishwasher safe
Compatible with our Wide Mouth Flex Straw Cap and Wide
Mouth Straw Lid

https://www.hydroflask.com/hydro-flip
https://www.hydroflask.com/wide-mouth-straw-lid


12 OZ COFFEE MUG
COFFEE

MODEL # : CBM12CP
MSRP : $37.95

Our 12 oz Coffee Mug combines your favorite morning cup with the insulation and
dependability of your favorite Hydro Flask. So feel free to slow down and take in the day,

or start your multi-tasking early.

Birch
035

 

Indigo
464

Black
001

TempShield™ insulation keeps beverages cold or hot
for hours
Closeable lid to keep splashes at bay
Soft touch finish for a cozy feel in your hands
Durable design to withstand daily use
Durable 18/8 Pro-Grade Stainless Steel construction
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free

Agave
374



16 OZ COFFEE WITH FLEX SIP LID
COFFEE

MODEL # : CBW16BCX
MSRP : $42.95 

Whether your first sip is in the kitchen, car, or campsite, the
16 oz Coffee with Flex Sip™ Lid lets you enjoy your favorite
brew leak-free. So go ahead, start your day with confidence
and know that your favorite beverage will be by your side.

Indigo
464

 
Pacific

415
White
110

Black
001

Fits under most coffee brewing systems
Use as a small at most coffee shops for less paper
cup waste
TempShield™ insulation eliminates condensation
and keeps beverages cold up to 24 hours and hot
up to 12 hours
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free
Top rack dishwasher safe
Compatible with our Wide Mouth Flex Straw Cap

Stone
010

Agave
374



20 OZ COFFEE WITH FLEX SIP LID 
COFFEE

MODEL # : CBW20BCX
MSRP : $44.95

Whether your first sip is in the kitchen, car, or campsite, the 20 oz Coffee with Flex Sip™ Lid
lets you enjoy your favorite brew leak-free. So go ahead, start your day with confidence and

know that your favorite beverage will be by your side.

Stone
010

 
Pacific

415
White
110

Black
001

Fits under most coffee brewing systems
Use as a small at most coffee shops for less paper cup
waste
TempShield™ insulation eliminates condensation and
keeps beverages cold up to 24 hours and hot up to 12
hours
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free
Top rack dishwasher safe
Compatible with our Wide Mouth Flex Straw Cap

Indigo
464

Agave
374



DRINKWARE

MODEL # : CBT20CP
MSRP : $37.95

20 OZ ALL AROUND™ TUMBLER 
Ready for power smoothies or lemon-ginger tea, our 20 oz All Around™ Tumbler keeps
beverages cold for up to 24 hours and hot up to 6 hours. The new Closeable Press-In
Lid slides snugly shut to keep splashes at bay. The All Around Tumbler™ is incredibly

comfy to hold and is easy to fill, sip and savor.

Agave
374

Indigo
464

Birch
035

Closeable Press-In Lid slides shut to tame splashes and trap
temps, then slides open wide enough for easy drinking and
reusable straws
Tapered design is comfy to hold and fits most cupholders
Dishwasher safe with our Color Last™ powder coat is
dishwasher safe, keeping your product slip-free and colorful
TempShield®  double-wall vacuum insulation protects
temperature for hours
Made with 18/8 pro-grade stainless steel to ensure
durability, pure taste and no flavor transfer
BPA-Free & Toxin-Free

Black
001

White
110



DRINKWARE

MODEL # : CBTT32PS
MSRP : $49.95

32 OZ ALL AROUND™ TRAVEL TUMBLER 

Trillium
678

Dew
441

Birch
035

Black
001

The new Travel Tumbler is here to hydrate more and refill less. A very
comfortable, extremely durable handle takes it to the next level, and the large
size can go anywhere, even fitting most cupholders. TempShield® double-wall

insulation ensures cold stays cold, and the flexible straw is easy to sip any
which way.

Snug, secure, splash-resistant Press-In Straw Lid.
Flexible straw, strong ergonomic handle, and fits most cupholders.
Color Last™ powder coat is durable, sweat-free and colorful
Made with 18/8 pro-grade stainless steel for durability, pure taste
and no flavor transfer. Compatible with size Large Press-In
accessories.
BPA-Free and dishwasher safe. Not for use on a stove, in a
microwave or freezer.



DRINKWARE

MODEL # : CBTT40PS
MSRP : $54.95

40 OZ ALL AROUND™ TRAVEL TUMBLER 

Dew
441 Trillium

678
Birch
035

Black
001

The new Travel Tumbler is here to hydrate more and refill less. A very comfortable, extremely
durable handle takes it to the next level, and the large size can go anywhere, even fitting most

cupholders. TempShield® double-wall insulation ensures cold stays cold, and the flexible straw is
easy to sip any which way.

TempShield®  double-wall vacuum insulation protects temperature for
hours. Snug, secure, splash-resistant Press-In Straw Lid.
Flexible straw, strong ergonomic handle, and fits most cupholders.
Color Last™ powder coat is durable, sweat-free and colorful
Made with 18/8 pro-grade stainless steel for durability, pure taste and
no flavor transfer. Compatible with size Large Press-In accessories.
BPA-Free and dishwasher safe. Not for use on a stove, in a microwave
or freezer. (Keep hot liquids out of the reach of children)



SPIRITS

MODEL # : CBV10CP
MSRP : $34.95

10 OZ CERAMIC WINE TUMBLER 

Make any hour happier with our insulated 10 oz Wine Tumbler. From picnics in
the park to panoramic vistas, enjoy your favorite reds, whites, and rosés at the
perfect temperature. The Wine Tumbler holds two standard pours.

Birch
035

Ceramic lining delivers smooth flavor profile
Closeable Press-In Lid tames splashes, traps temps and is
straw compatible
Holds two standard pours
Color Last™ powder coat is durable, sweat-free and colorful
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free
Dishwasher safe

Black
001

Indigo
464



MODEL # : CBK12
MSRP : $34.95

12 OZ COOLER CUP
SPIRITS

Our new Cooler Cup is two great things in one: it’s a can or bottle cooler, and,
with one quick switch, it’s a 12 oz beverage cup. As a Cooler Cup, it’s brilliantly
versatile with a silicone sleeve that lets you slide in a narrow bottle or a can—all
with the same snug fit. Pop off the sleeve and you have a 12 oz cup made to
keep cold drinks cold and hot drinks hot. The ultimate win-win.

Black
001

Dual-use design works as a can or bottle cooler or a 12
oz beverage cup
Works with a wide range of bottles and cans
TPU sleeve locks in bottles and cans, or protects base
when used as a beverage cup
TempShield™ insulation keeps beverages cold for hours
Durable 18/8 Pro-Grade Stainless Steel construction
BPA-free and Phthalate-free

White
110

Indigo
464



SPIRITS

MODEL # : CBK20
MSRP : $37.95

19.2 OZ Stovepipe Cooler Cup
Stovepipe size cans are 19.2 oz cans favored by craft breweries, and we're here for it.
It's a can cooler for stovepipe beers or a long, tall stainless steel cup. Just pop off the
silicone collar that secures your tall can or bottle, stick it on the bottom, and your can
cooler is a 19.2 oz insulated cup for hot or cold drinks.

White
110

TempShield®  double-wall vacuum insulation protects
temperature for hours
Multi-use design works as a stovepipe can cooler and a 19.2 oz
beverage cup
Fits most cup holders
Flex Collar locks in the cold with a snug fit for bottles and cans,
or stabilizing boot
Made with 18/8 pro-grade stainless steel for durability, pure
taste, and no flavor transfer
Color Last™ powder coat is durable, sweat-free, and colorful
BPA-Free and Dishwasher safe
Not for use on a stove, in a microwave or freezer



SPIRITS

MODEL # : CG64
MSRP : $74.95

64 OZ BEER GROWLER
Happy hour is even happier with our 64 oz Growler. From
binge-watching campfires to counting constellations, our
Fresh Carry System™ and TempShield™ double wall
vacuum insulation keep every sip of your IPA or
kombucha as carbonated and icy cold as when it was first
poured. Plus, the streamlined handle makes our Growler
easy to carry from tailgate to camping chair — and even
easier to pour into our handy Tumblers.

Black
001

The first stainless steel growler on the market
Fresh Carry System™ allows beer to stay carbonated
Streamlined handle for easy one-handed pour
TempShield™ insulation eliminates condensation and
keeps brews cold for up to 24 hours
Durable 18/8 Pro-Grade Stainless Steel construction
BPA-Free and Phthalate-Free



FOOD TRANSPORT

MODEL # : CLT8
MSRP : $54.95

8 L INSULATED LUNCH TOTE
Insulated lunch tote, insulated lunch bag, insulated lunch
box—this one’s all of the above. It keeps food fresh for
hours, is the perfect size for salads and sandwiches, wipes
clean, and is a go-to for work, play and school.

Coated fabric is waterproof and durable
Fully-lined interior for easy cleaning
Collapsible design for quick storage and travel
Robust base for unsupported self-standing
Water-resistant zippers keep moisture out
Welded outer pocket for quick access to extras
BPA-Free



FOOD TRANSPORT

MODEL # : CGT20
MSRP : $74.95

20 L INSULATED TOTE
Our 20L insulated food tote carries groceries, picnic
lunches, cans and bottles—whatever you need to chill.
Light, durable, and easy to clean, it’s super versatile.
Use it as a lightweight soft cooler, a cooler tote bag
and a reusable grocery bag.

Coated fabric is waterproof and durable
Fully-lined interior for easy cleaning
Collapsible design for quick storage and travel
Robust base for unsupported self-standing
Water-resistant zippers keep moisture out
Welded outer pocket for quick access to extras
BPA-Free



FOOD TRANSPORT

MODEL # : CHCS
MSRP : $79.95

12 L Carry Out™ Soft Cooler
Our Carry Out™ Soft Coolers are the perfect
compact insulated cooler to bring a little or a lot
along for the day. The top zips wide open for easy
access and quick cleaning. Keeps items fresh for up
to 24 hours and holds TK cans without ice.

Up to 24 hours cold and lightweight insulation
Water-resistant, durable 600D fabric
Compression-molded lid and base for added
stability
Large, accessible opening for loading,
unloading and cleaning
Food grade BPA-free liner with welded seams
keep spills and splashes contained
Exterior stash pocket
Webbing loops to attach Hydro Flask Dry
Storage accessories
Removable cross-body strap and fits 20 cans
without ice



FOOD TRANSPORT

MODEL # : CHCMR 
MSRP : $99.95

20 L Carry Out™ Soft Cooler
Our Carry Out™ Soft Coolers are the perfect compact
insulated cooler to bring a little or a lot along for the day.
The top zips wide open for easy access and quick
cleaning. Keeps items fresh for up to 24 hours and holds
38 cans without ice.

Up to 24 hours cold and lightweight
insulation
Water-resistant, durable 600D fabric
Compression-molded lid and base for
added stability and exterior stash pocket
Large, accessible opening for loading,
unloading and cleaning
Food grade BPA-free liner with welded
seams keep spills and splashes contained
Webbing loops to attach Hydro Flask Dry
Storage accessories
Removable cross-body strap
Fits 38 cans without ice



Totes & Soft Coolers
MSRP : $54.95 - $99.95

Coffee
MSRP : $37.95 - $44.95

Beer, Wine 
& Spirits

MSRP : $34.95 - $74.95

DRINKWARE & TOTES

All Around™
Tumblers

MSRP : $37.95-$54.95

Hydration 
Bottles

MSRP : $44.95 - $59.95



COOLERS

18L Day Escape™ 
Soft Cooler Tote - Peppercorn

SCTSB034
$149.95

20L Day Escape™ 
Soft Cooler Tote - Peppercorn

SCPB034
$199.95

26L Day Escape™  
Soft Cooler Tote - Talus

SCTB466
$179.95

36 hours cold
Watertight zipper and welded seams ensure
leak proof transport
Durable 600D polyester shell is ultra-light
and waterproof
TRU® Zip zipper is waterproof, dust-proof,
toothless, with a smooth and secure pull-to-
close design
Removable cross-body strap and shoulder
straps provide multiple carry options
FDA food grade, BPA free-liner
Stretch pocket
Laser cut welded gear attachment loops
Woven loops easily attach our Dry Storage
accessory

Day Escape™ Soft Coolers

https://www.hydroflask.com/soft-coolers/dry-storage


LUNCH BOX

Small Insulated Lunch Box 
Blackberry
LBS005B
$44.95

Small Insulated Lunch Box
Baltic

LBS461
$44.95

Large Insulated Lunch Box 
Peppercorn

LBM034
$54.95

Large Insulated Lunch Box
Snapper
LBM604
$54.95



FOOD JARS

8 oz Insulated Food
Jar - Blackberry

RF8005
$29.95

20 oz Insulated Food
Jar - Peppercorn

RF20034
$39.95

12 oz Insulated Food
Jar  - Peppercorn

RF12034
$34.95

28 oz Insulated Food
Jar - Blackberry

RF28005
$44.95



Wide Mouth 
Flex Sip Lid - Black

(CFX001)
$12.50

Standard Mouth Insulated 
Sport Cap - Black

(SMSC)
$9.95

Wide Mouth
Flex Cap - Black

(WFX001)
$9.95

Standard Mouth
Flex Cap - Black

(SFX001)
$9.95

Small Flex 
Boot - Black

(BBS001)
$7.95

Medium Flex 
Boot - Black
(BBM001)

$7.95

Accessories

All accessories are sold & shipped separately. Must be ordered in case packs of 72 units.
Availability is subject to change based on season and market demand.

Straw Cleaning
Set - Pacific

(SCS415)
$8.95

Standard Mouth 
Flex Straw Cap - Black

(SFS001)
$12.95

Closeable Press-In 
Lid - Black
(CPL001)

$9.95

Wide Mouth 
Flex Straw Cap - Black

(WFS001)
$14.95

Small Flex 
Boot - Cobalt

(BBS407)
$7.95

Large Press-In Straw 
Lid - Black
(PISLL001)

$9.95

Medium Press-In Straw 
Lid - Black
(PISLL001)

$9.95

Standard Mouth
Flex Cap - Cobalt

(SFX407)
$9.95
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